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!aria) from South Ametica, presented by Mr. A. Q. Lumb ; 
two Golden Pheasants (Thaumalea picta) from China, received 
in exchange; a Tuft-headed Deer (Lop!totragus michiauus) from 
China, the first living specimen sent to this country, a Chinese 
Water Deer (Hydropotes inermis), five Darwin's Pucras Pheasants 
(Pucrasia dardJini) from China, deposited; a Blue-cheeked Barbet 
(ll:ftga/(1!17/a asiatica) from India, purchased. 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS 
THE Amn·ican :Jour11al of Science and Arts, January.-This 

number commences with a paper of " Contributions to Meteoro· 
logy," in which Prof. Loomis gives results derived from an 
examination of the United States weather maps and from other 
sources. Among the points observed are : that periods of un
usual cold are generally accompanied by descent of air from the 
upper regions of the atmosphere, and they are almost quite inde
pendent of direction of the wind ; that both in summer and 
winter the force of vapour in Philadelphia is greatest with the 
wind which brings the highest temperature, and conversely ; 
that the rainfall there shows a diurnal maximum about 6 P.M. 
and a minimum about 3 A.M. ; that in the northern hemisphere 
storms increase in frequency as we proceed northward as far as 
latitude 6oo, and perhaps somewhat further; and that storms 
travel with less velocity over the Atlantic (19·6 miles an 
hour) than over the continents of America and Europe (26 
miles an hour). The author compares storm-paths in America 
and Europe.-Mr. Rowland continues his "Studies on Magnetic 
Distribution," and one result he arrives at is, that hardening is 
most useful for short magnets ; in very long bars it does not 
increase the total quantity of magnetism, but only changes the 
distribution. It would seem that almost the only use in harden· 
ing magnets at all is to concentrate the magnetism and reduce 
the weight.-This paper is followed by a useful summary and 
comparison of recent researches on Sound by Tyndall, Henry, 
and Duane. - Prof. Draper endeavours to determine the correc· 
tion to be applied for effect of temperature on the power of 
solutions of quinine to rotate polarised light. The presence of 
sulphuric acid changes the rotation power of the alkaloid by 
roo0

• Quinine used to be given in the f01m of sulphuric acid 
and in the recently more popular form of pills or the 

like, its action is much less, and less certain ; this difference 
being doubtless due to the change of molecular arrangement 
which is revealed in action of sulphate solutions of the alkaloid 
on Jight.-Mr. Allen has a note on extinct wolf and deer species 
from the lead regions of tlte Upper Mississippi. 

Poggmdorlf's Annalen dtr Physik zmd Chemie. Erganzung. 
Band vii. Stiick r.-In a paper in this number on the mechanism 
of magnetic induction, M. Chwolson deals with a phenomenon 
in production of the magnetic state by external magnetising force, 
with which theory has seemed to be in disc01dance. This is the 
fact, that K, the so-called magnetisation number (or the ratio of 
magnetic movement produced to the magnetising force) , in the 
case of small increasing forces, increases at the beginning, 
reaches a maximum, and with further increase of the force, 
becomes continuously smaller. This initial increase of K seemed 
to contradict the theory of molecular m2gnets capable of being 
turned round. M. Chwolson's object is to show that it not only 
does not contradict it, but is directly deducible from it, and he 
atrives at this result from a closer study of the processes which, 
according to Weber's fundamental hypothesis, must occur in a 
magnetised body, and from a simple assumption as to the origin 
of molecule-repelling force.-There are three (largely mathe
matical) papers in this number relating to the mechanical theory 
of heat; we merely give the titles tempemture and odia
bata, by M. von Oettingen ; On the spec1fic heat and 
capacity of bod!es, by M. HerrmanJl ; and On the sec?nd pnnctple 
of the mechamcal theory of heaL from the first, by M. 
Sjilz.-M. Voigt contributes the portion of a careful 
investigation of the constants of elastiCity of rock salt ; he here 
treats the case of bending. 

Der Natmforscher, Dec. 1875.-In this number we may note 
some researches by M. Fleck, of appear to damp 
recent optimism in reference to_ salicyhc as means of dis
infection, He finds that carbohc and sahcyhc actds may, under 
certain circumstances, even accelerate fermentation. Benzoic 
acid is more effective against fermentation, and cinnamic acid 
still better ; but their small solubility in water is agl!inst their 

use. The antifermentative action of benzoic, carbolic, and sali
cylic acids is dependent on the quantity of nitrogenous yeast· 
food; with increase of this the value of their action diminishes. 
The acids are not specific yeast poisons. Some experiments by 
MM. Kolbe and Mayer have a similar bcaring.-From obser· 
vations made during the German North Polar Expedition, it is 
shown by Dr. Hann that the density of the sea-water increases 
both at the surface and at 900 feet depth, with the latitude, and is 
in the Polar seas considerably greater than in the Tropics. Hence 
Dr. Hann concludes that a tempemture-compensation pf the 
water of the ocean by unequal proportions of salt does not exist ; 
the heavy Polar water must therefore have a tendency to flow 
towards the equator. -In an interesting paper on the rate of pro· 
pagation of excitation in sensitive nerves, M. Bloch shows that 
the methods for measuring this, which depend on the will of the 
experimenter (making a signal), are unreliable. He describes an 
ingenious new method; and he finds the velocity in the spinal 
cord 194 metres per second, while in the nerves it is only 132 
metres per second.-There is an abstract of recent researches by 
M. Exner, which go to prove, in opposition to M. Edlund, that 
the supposition of a special power of expansion by the galvanic 
current in a mdallic wire is unwarranted.-We further note some 
instructive researches by M. Stefan on the comparative power of 
heat conduction of different gases. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES 
LONDON 

Linnean Society, Feb. 3.-Dr. G. J. Allman, F.R.S., presi
dent, in the chair.-William Hillhouse, Prof. E. R. Lankester, 
Daniel Pigeon, and David Robertson were elected Fellows of 
the Society. The following were proposed as Foreign members : 
Dr. Nylander, Professor of Botany, Helsingfors, and J. V. 
Barboza du Bocage, Direc. Roy. Zoo!. Mus., Lisbon.-Mr. 
Algernon Peck over exhibited a case of insects from Madagascar, 
collected by Mi·. Kingdon. Among these Mr. Butler pointed 
out and made remarks on the scarce and remarkable Actias .ldae 
of Felder's "Reise der Novara," the new Hawk-Moth, Diodo
Jida sp., allied to a Congo species, also D. jimzosa, Wallace, the 
Danais clzrysippus, L, and its mimic, Diadema misippus, L., 
likewise a Homopterous genus allied to Coomoscarta, o! Stai. 
Mr. Henry Trimen read a note on B<Ea commersonii, R.Br. He 
observed that the supposition of Commerson having obtained 
the type at Magellan Straits is founded on an error; Mr. Rob. 
Brown regarded it as belonging to the Seychelles. Mr. C. 
Walter has quite lately discovered specimens growing on coral 
cliffs in the Duke of York's Island, which, through the Baron 
von M iieller, of Melbourne, have been forwarded to this country 
for identification. The probability is that Commerson himself 
obtained his examples in r 768 from the same locality ; its true 
habitat afterwards having been confounded from the name 
"Praslin," attached to the original specimen, being given to 
widely different places.-Mr. Bowdler Sharpe read a paper on 
the geographical distribution of the vultures (Vulturida>). 1hese 
he divides into two sub-families Vulturime, with six genera, and 
Sarcorhamphime, with four genera, the distinctive characters 
and geographical range of which were commented on. The 
author likewise sketched out the classification of the birds of 
prey, as proposed by him in recent publications.-A short paper 
on New British Lichens, by the Rev. W. A. Leighton, was taken 
as read ; in this six new species are described and figured.-The 
Rev. J. M. Crombie made some observations on two communi
cations laid by him before the Society, viz., (r) Lichenes capmus, 
being an enumeration of the lichens collected at the Cape of 
Good Hope, by the Rev. A. E. Eaton, during the Venus Transit 
Expedition in 1874. (2} Lichmes Kergudeni, being an enumera· 
tion of the lichens collected iri Kerguelen Land by the Rev. A. 
E. Eaton during the Venus Transit Expedition in 1874·5. 

Mathematical Society, Feb. ro.-Prof. H. T. S. Smith 
F.R.S., president, in the chair.-Messrs. A. Cockshott and R: 
T. Wright were proposed for election. The Secretary com· 
municated a paper by Prof. Wolstenholme : Loci connected with 
the rectangular hyperbola, being inverse, with respect to its 
centres and vertices. Mr. Cotterill spoke upon the subject, 
referring to authors who had also treated of the loci in question. 
-Mr. W. Spottiswoode, F.R.S., read 11. paper on determinants 
of alternate numbers. The paper was founded on some unpub· 
lished notes on determinants and other functions of these 
numbers, communicated to the author by Prof. Clifford.-Mr. 
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Glaisher gave a brief sketch of a note by Mr. T. Muir, on the 
transformation of Gauss' hypergeometric series into a continued 
fraction.-The Chairman then dwelt in some detail on the parti· 
tion of geometrical curves, the principal theorem being that, if 
D is the deficiency, the maximum number of. distinct parts of 
the curve is D + 1. Professors Cayley and Clifford and Mr. S. 
Roberts took part in the discussion upon the paper.-Mr. J. 
Hammond gave an account of his paper on the sums of the pro· 
ducts of r different terms of a series. -Prof. Clifford made a few 
remarks on pendular motion, in continuation of his paper read 
at the preceding meeting of the Society.-The President read 
part of a one-paged note on the pan-imaginary theory, by the 
Comte Leopold Hugo. 

Royal Astronomical Society.-The Annual General Meet
ing was l1eld at the Society's Rooms, Burlington House, on the 
afternoon of Friday, Feb. II, Prof. Adams, president, in the 
chair.-Amongst the lives of deceased Fellows given in the 
Annual Report were those of Mr. Carrington, Prof. Selwyn, 
Mr. Vignoles, and Sir Edward Ryan; and the deceased 
Associates we ,·e Prof. Argelander, M. D' An'est, and M. 
Mathieu. Mr. Carrington has left the· Society a legacy of 
2,oool. H e for many years served as secretary, and during that 
period published two important works, the one upon sunspots, 
and tl1e other known as the Red·hill of Circumpolar 
Stars. Mr. was the first to show the existence of 
the great drifts in the solar photosphere and to determine 
accurately the position of tl.e sun's axis and the rotation 
periods of the various heliographic latitudes, After reading 
the Report of the Society, the President delivered his address 

, upon the presentation of the Gold Medal to M. Leverrier 
for his investigations with reference to the perturbations of 
the outer planets.-The Astronomer Royal referred to Prof. 
Adams' add ress as one of a most exhaustive character, such as 
could only have been delivered by the Professor. The meeting then 
proceeded to the ballot for Officers and Council for the ensuing 
year, and the following gentleri1en were declared to be elected :
President--Dr. Huggins. Vice-Presidents-Prof. J. C. Adams, 
Sir G. B. Ai ry, Mr. De la Rue, and Mr. Lassell. Treasurer
Mr. Whitbread. Secretaries-Mr. Dunkin and Mr. Ranyard. 
Foreign Secretary-Lord Lindsay. Council-Capt. Abney, Mr. 
Brett, Prof. Cayley, Mr. Christie, Mr. Glaisher, Mr. Knobel, 
Mr. K nott, Capt. Noble, Rev. S. J. Perry, Prof. Pritchard, Earl 
of Rosse, and Capt. Tupman. 

•Anthropological Institute, Feb. 8.-Col. A. Lane Fox, 
president, in the chair.-·The President read his anniversary 
address, in which the papers read before the Institute during the 
pas t year were classified as follows :-Descriptive ethnology, 
nine papers ; archreology, seventeen papers; ethnology, one 
paper;· l>iology, three papers ; comparative anatomy, four 
papers ; psychology, one paper; sociology, two papers ; philo
logy, two papers. The remainder of the address was devoted 
to matters relating to the policy and internal affairs of the Insti
tute. The Rev. W. Wyatt Gill read two papers on some tradi
tions of the Harvey Islands, and demonstrated, by the assistance 
of ge'nealogical tables of kings and priests, that the islands had 
not been inlto.bited more than about six centuries, and gave some 
instances from his own knowledge of canoes drifted from 
very dis tant islands as a cause for the spread of the Polynesian 
mce throughout the Pacific.-A paper by Mr. W. W. Wood, 
on some megalithic monuments in the _Island of Rotumah was also 
read. 

Physical Society, Feb. Iz.-Annual General Meeting.
Prof. Gladstone, F.R.S., president, in the chair.-The following 
candidates were elected members of the Society :-Mr. W. R. 
Hodgkinson and Mr. H. M. Hastings.-The President read the 
report of the Council, of which the following is an abstract :
The Council points with satisfaction to the activity with which 
the work of the Society has been carried on during the year, as 
is shown by the number of papers read ; and special reference is 
made to lectures which were delivered by M. Comu, of Paris, 
and Mr. J. Norman Lockyer. The election of many distin
guished physicists during the past year has given the Council 
much satisfaction, as it affords undoubted evidence of the pro. 
gress of the Society and of the position it has now attained. 
The Society has to regret the loss of two members, Mr. Becker, 
who died on the 3rd of April, 1875, from bronchitis, in the 
fifty-fourth year of his age, and Mr. Waugh, who died on the 
I:lth of October, from epilepsy, in his fortieth year. The Society 
ms already published a work by Prof. Everett, on the Centi· 

System of Units, and the Council is now 

in communication with the family of the late Sir Charles Wheat. 
stone with a view to the publication or his papers. Attention 
is drawn to the benefit which the Society derives from the use of 
the lecture-room, &c., which were generously placed at its 
service by the Lords of the Committee of Council on Edu
cation. It has be'en considered desirable to arrange that 
the Council may grant admission to all meetings of a 
session to approved . persons who are not members of 
the Society. In concluding the Council records its thanks for 
the services which Dr. Guthrie has rendered in his office of. 
Demonstrator, an office which was formerly an important one in 
the Royal Society, and the Council believes that much might be 
gained if arrangements could be made for reproducing before this 
Society the experiments described in original papers which appear 
from time to time in this country and abroad. Several altera
tions in the Bye Laws were then discussed and adopted, and the 
following Officers and Council were elected for the ·ensuing 
year :-President, Prof. G. C. Foster, F.R.S. Vice-Presidents: 
Prof. W. G. Adams, F.R.S., and W . Spottiswoode, LL.D., 
F .R.S. Secretaries: A. W. Reinold, M.A., W. C. Roberts, 
F .R.S. Treasurer, Dr. E. Atkinson. Demonstrator, Dr. F. 
Guthrie, F.R.S. Other Members of Council: Latimer Clark, 
C. E., Prof. A. Dupre, F.R.S., W. Huggins, D.C.L., F.R.S., 
Prof. H. M'Leod, Dr. C. W. Siemens, D.C.L., F.R.S., Dr. H. 
Sprengel, Dr. V{, H. Stone, Sir William Thomson, LL.D., 
F .R.S., Prof. W. C. Unwin, B.Sc., and E. 0. W. Whitehouse. 
The proceedings then terminated with votes of thanks to the 
President, the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education, 
the Demonstrator, Secretaries, and Treasurer. 

Geologists' Association, Feb. 4.-Mr. William Carruthers, 
F .R.S., president, in the chair.-On the drift of 1 the North 
Wales border, by D . C. Davies, F .G. S.-The covering (of drift 
is most complete on the eastern slopes of the border down to the 
plain of Cheshire and Salop. The greatest thickness is on a 
north and south line between Wrexham and Oswestry, the maxi
mum of 150 feet being attained between Ruabon and Wrexham. 
The exceptions to this rule occur in certain hollows and valleys 
of the hilly region. The best exposures are at old Oswestry 
gravel· pit, sao feet above level of sea, and the gravel ridge of 
Gresford. The author alio gave a line of pit sections ranging 
from north to south. Five groups were described :-I. Deposits 
of the Pre-Glacial period, due prhtcipally to meteoric action 
upon adjacent rocks. 2. Stiff clay with boulders of local and 
northern origin, Lower Boulder clay. 3· Sands and 'gravels, 
with beds of mud and clay, Middle Glacial. 4· Stiff clay with 
boulders of local and northern origin, Upper Boulder clay. 5. 
Peat deposits, freshwater shell-beds, redistributed gravels, &c., 
Post-GlaciaL The Upper Boulder clay (group 4) fills up ine
qualities in the preceding beds ; it varies in thickness from I to 
20 feet, in places thinning out altogether ; the immense boulders 
which strew the surface come from this rather than from the 
Lower Boulder clay. Referring to these houlders generally, 
besides representatives of'' most of the Welsh rocks, and notably 
of the ashes, traps, and greenstones of Glyn Ceiriog, there are 
three principal varieties of " Scotch granite." The deep 
red, with large crystals of red felspar; the second, pinki5h, 
from an admixture of white quartz and red felspar, fine 
in the grain ; the third is a greenish-grey rock, resembling 
specimens from Sutherland, Kirkcudbright, &c. A considera
tion of the phenomena presented by the three groups of the 
Glacial period leads the author to the following inferences :-I. 
The majority of the deposits are of local origin, being derived 
from the mountainous region of North Wales, then an archi· 
pelago of islands. 2. But, from the plentiful admixture of . 
foreign matter, he infers a sea open to the north. 3· He insists 
upon the necessity of aqueous conditions: the coast would be 
partly ice. bound, but there was no general ice-cap. Besides the 
general alterations of level there were local alterations of level ; 
proofs of this were to be seen in the neighbourhood of Oswestry, 
beyond which town the Scotch granites do not seem to pass. 
This the author considered due to currents deflecting the ice• 
rafts, &c. He concluded with an account of the redistribution 
of Glacial material in Post-Glacial time.-On the first Irish cave 
exploration, by G. S. Boulger, F. G. S. The author showed 
how the direction of the chambers . of caves is influenced by 
joints, and drew attention to the distinction between caves and 
rock fissures as influencing their fauna. _D nnecessary to assume 
that there was more carbonic acid in the au during the quaternary 
period, as water containing ·oi per cent. is the most efficient 
solvent of limestone,. suggested that allowance might be made 
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for a fluvial period in considering the rate of deposition of stalag
mite, and also for the influence of herbage in reducing the pre
sent amount of water percola iing the rocks. The habits of 
beasts of prey and of aged animals frequenting caves was next 
considered. Shandon Cave, near Dungarven, was then de
scribed, and an account given of its excavation by Prof. Leith 
Adams and the author, during which rem-ains of mammoth, 
reindeer, red-deer, wolf, fox, hare, goat, and various birds were 
found. The author concluded with some suggestions as to the 
state of Ireland and of its fauna during the period when these 
deposits took place. 

Institution of Civil Engineers, Feb. 8.-Mr. Geo, Robt. 
Stephenson, president, in the chair.-The paper read was on 
Carlingford Lough and Greenore, by Mr. James Barton, 
M.Inst. C.E. 

WATFORD 

Natural History Society, Feb. ro.-Anniversary Meeting. 
-Mr. John Evans, F.R.S., president, in the chair.-The report 
of the Council and the Treasurer's account for 1875, showing 
that the Society was in a prosperous cond1tion, were submitted 
to the members, and the President delivered an address on the 
work which had been done by the Society in the investigation of 
the natural history of Hertfordshire, and on the field of investi
gation open to the members.-Mr. John Evans, F.R.S., was 

president for the ensuing year. 

VIENNA 

Geological Society, Jan. 4.-The director, M. v. Hauer, 
read the anniversary report, describing the work of the 
Society in its various departments. During the last two 
years geological surveys have · been continued in the Tyrol, in 
Galicia, and the Bukovina. In the Tyrol, Dr. Stache, with the 
assistance of M. Koch, and of two volunteers, M. Schranz and 
Dr. Posewitz, mapped the principal part of the Oetzthaler 
Mountains, and the Mountains of Tirol-Vorarlberg, forming the 
boundary of Switzerland, northward from the Ortler to the region 
of Balzers. At the same time M. Mojsisovics, with Dr. Homes 
and the volunteers, Dr. Reyer and Dr. Kotschy, completed the 
mapping of the region eastward from the porphyric massives 
near Botzen ; northward to the Sexten and Puster valley ; 
southward, including considerable parts of the Venetian Alps-as 
Jar as the line of dislocation near Primiero-Agordo-Zoldo ;'j and 
in the east as far as the Piave; whilst M. Dolter made special 
investigations of the various eruptive rocks of the same region.
K. M. Paul, assisted by the Roumanian engineers, Const. 
Pilide and Const. Bottea, finished the detailed geological maps 
of the Bukovina, ann in Ga.licia M. H. Wolf began the mapping 
on the eastern frontier of the country, between the Dniester 
southward the line Siderow-Petlikowce northward, and the 
river Stry 'westward. On the whole 250 Austrian square miles 
have been mapped. Many other researches were carried on in 
almost all parts of the Empire. these are. the follo:v
ing :-M. Stur examined the coal:mmes of _Bohemla! Mo:av1a, 
and Silesia, for the purpose of makmg a deta1led classlficatwn of 
their strata. By means of a grant that he obtained from the 
Urban-Schlonbach legacy, he was enabled to investigate and 
compare the large phyto-palreontological Dresden, 
Halle Berlin, and Breslau. Moreover, he v1s1ted ch1efly on be
half of the museum of the Geological Society, some of the most 
important beds of Lias and Jura fossils in a?-d the 
Salz-Kamergut. The Ministry of. Commerce, to 
establish a special school for workers u; stone, comm1sswned the 
vice-director, M. F. Fotterle, to examme such ro.cks Pre
dazzo as might be used for technical purposes ; th1s he d1d, and 
the school was opened on December 15, 1875: At the request of 
the same Ministry, M. H. Wolf made geologtcal researches along 
the line of -some railroads, and M. G. A. Koch along the recently 
planned Arlberg tunnel &c. After a summary report of the 
labours by the committee the investi· 
gation of Bohemla and the Geolog1cal Soc1ety m Hungary, 
which had mapped square miles of the south-western part of 
Hungary, in the last two years, M. v. H3;uer to speak 
of the travels of members of the Geologtcal Soc1ety and other 
Austrian geologists in foreign. countnes .. He mentloned the 
labours of M. Siache in Tums, of M. Ttetze, lately. returned 
from Persia, and of M. Lenz in the western part of Afnca; f;om 
the last, a letter dated Lope in the Okando, July28, 1875, 
some days ago. To this place. he had been from Ehm· 
bareni by the old King Renok1, and he was to pass through 
the dreaded regions_ of Oschebo (Mpangwe) 111 order to reach the 

Umbeke, and if possible the Mikaueke. "I shall try," Lenz 
writes, "to follow as far as possible a north·east direction ; per. 
haps I shall succeed in reaching the upper course of the River 
Schari." Further, M. v. Hauer referred to Dr. Drasche, who 
intended to spend the winter on the Philippine Islands, and then 
to extend his investigations as far as Japan . and Kamtscbatka ; 
also to the researches of Dr. Feistmantei in India. Finally, he 
gave a report of some expeditions sent from Vienna in the last 
two years to examine European Turkey and Greece. The work 
performed in the museum, the laboratory, and the study were 
not less successful than those in the field. In the museum have 
been newly arranged and classified according to their different 
zones, by M.D. Stur, the fossils of the Lias, Jura, and Tithon for
mations of the Northern Alps. This collection consists of 6,ooo 
specimens under I, 214 numbers, found in 444 different localities ; 
by M. Vacek have been arranged the neocomian fossils of the 
Northern Alps; by M. Hornes, those of the tertiary from the 
Upper Danube and Vicenza. M. Stache completed the arrange
ment of the palreontological collections from !stria. In the 
course of the last two years the museum has received valuable 
presents in minerals, fossils, species of rock or worked stones from 
more than ninety institutions, offices, friends, and protectors of the 
Geological Society. The library has been augmented by r, 735 
volumes and sheets. It contained, at the end of 1875, 20,971 
volumes and sheets ; r6r new folios were added to the collection of 
maps. In the laboratory there worked, besides the chief, M. v. 
Hauer, and the assistant, M. C. John, the volunteers 
Jiiptner, M. Schonfeld, and M. Mattesdorf. Many analyses were 
performed, especiallyofimn-stones, coals, cokes, &c., also of rocks. 
The collection of artificial crystals, a scientific treasure that no 
other museum or laboratory can show in nearly such abundance, 
has been again augmented materially, and r.omprises now more 
than 2,009 specimens. As to the publications of the Society, 
the Verhandlungen and the Jahrbuch appeared in regular 
course; from the Memoirs in quarto, five sheets, including fifty. 
nine single and sixteen double plates, were published. M. v. 
Hauer expresses his gratitude, in the name of the Geological So
ciety, to the Minister, Dr. Stremayer, for the liberality and pro
tection he always showed to it He glso refers to the many 
kindnesses bestowed on the Society and its members in the 
course of the past year, and concludes by expressing his lively 
gratification at the resolution taken by Government to establish 
new professorships for geology in the Universities of Prague, 
Graz, and Innsbruck.-Papers were then read by Dr. Stache on 
the geology of the environs of Tw1is ; by Dr. R Hornes on the 
recently-discovered horizon with Bellerophon peregrinus at the 
base of the triassic beds in the Alp• of South Tyrol ; and by 
Dr. Diilter on some minerals of So11.th Tyrol. 

BERLIN 
German Chemical Society, Jan. 24.-A. W . Hofmann, 

president, in the chair.-R. Fittig has found amongst the pro
ducts of distillation of citric acid an anhydride C8H 100 3 (boiling
point 242°) of a bibasic acid C8H 120 4, a polymeride of crotonic 
acid, to which he gives the name xeronic acid. This acid yields 
well-defined salts, but passes at once into its anhydride when 
liberated. The same chemist is investigating the question if 
non-saturated compounds have free affinities. He is inclined to 
answer tlus question affirmatively for the followi ng reasons. 
Hydrosorbic acid C5H 100 2 _ easily HBr, _ _Yielding 
C6H 11Br02 awl; actd 
C6H 100 2 does. not.. Sorb1c actd C9 H 80 2 forms L 6 H 10Br20 2 
dibromocapromc ac1d. Fumaric actd C4H 40,, absorbs HBc 
yielding monobromo· acid 100.,; malsic C4H 40 4 
is simply transferred mto fumanc ac1d at ordmary tempe· 
ratures by the action of HBr.-E. Fisher explains the action 
of nitrous acid on diethylurea, and. described the first hydrazine 
of the fatty series obtained as follows :-

C.H6-NH C2H 5-N-NO 
• I (l

0 CO + HN02 == H20 + . 
1 I 

C2H 5-NH C2H 5-NH 
diethylurea nitrous acid nitroso·cllethylurea 

The latter body diethyl-nitrox-urea, with iron and acetic acid 
C.H.N-NH2HC1 

• v l 
yields- CO which with HC! and water 

I 
C8H 4N-NH 

yidds ethyh;mine-chlorhydrate, carbonic-anhydride and ethyl-
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hydrazine combined with two HCl : C2H 5NH-NHz.2HCl.
R. Benedich has introduced into pyrogallol both one and two 
molecules of ethyl, obtaining pyrogalfic ethers by J::eating pyr?· 
gallol with ethyl-sulphate of potassiUm and caus.tlc 
closed vessels.-F. Marquart proves t_hat mtnc ac1d 
contains iodine, and thinks that the vwlet reactwn of sulphuret 
of carbon observed by Dr. Friedburg may be owing to this 
element. The latter chemist contradicts this supposition.-0. 
Dohner has transformed diphenyl-sulphurous acid (C6H 4 )2S03H 
into a pi phenol (C6H 4) 2 (OH)2, a dicarbonic acid (C6H4)2(C02H)2, 

and a dichloride ( C6H 4}2Cl2• The latter by oxidation passes into 
d ichlorobenzoic acid, thus proving that the two atoms of chlorine, 
&c., are contained in the same C6H 4 group.-R. Meyer has 
transformed aniline-salts into aniline-black by treating them with 
permanganate of potassium.-P. Claessen recommends hydrate 
of baryta, prepared in a peculiar manner, for absorbing carbonic 
anhydride in quantitative analysis; separated by cotton-wool, 
some chloride of calcium is put into the tube to keep back the 
water discharged in the process. Numerous analyses prove its 
exactness.-T. Gri<tss has treated nitrate of diazo benzol with 
ferrocyanide of potassium, transforming it thereby by reduction 
into a new substance, C18H 14N2 = (C 6HsNJ.C 6H4, and into 
azobenzol. This interesting discovery is most likely already 
known to English chemists. 

STOCKHOLM 
Academy of Sciences, Jan. 12.-The Academy approved 

a report by a Committee, consisting of Herr Edlund and 
Rnbenson, appointed to consider a proposal by the Board of 
·woods for establishing meteorological stations for the purpose 
of scientific arboricultnre.-Herr N ordenskjold gave a sketch of 
the scientific results of last summer's expedition to the J enesei. 
-Herr Edlund communicated a paper entitled "Some Re
marks on Galvanic Expansion," in which he gave a theoreti
cal explanation of the fact discovered by him some years 
ago, that a metal wire, through which a galvanic current passes, 
expands to a greater extent than corresponds to the heating 
caused by the current. He then exhibited a specimen of the 
newly-published Tables of Logarithms, which bad been calcu
lated and printed by the calculating machine invented by Dr. 
vViberg.-Herr Andersson gave an account of the contents of a 
Teport by Herr J. E. Zetterstedt, of a journey he had under
taken last summer, with a grant from the Academy, for the pur
pose of examining the flora, and especially the mosses, of the 
Silurian formation of Wester Gotland.-The following papers 
were given in for insertion in the Academy's publications :
Contributions to the actinology of the Atlantic Ocean, by Dr. 
G. Lindstrom ; Examinations of the nucleus, and the parts 
nearest to it, of the Comet of 18741 by Dr, N. C. Duner, of the 
University of Lund; On Arionids and Limacinids in the zoolo
gical department of Riks Museum, by the Intendent A. W. 
Malm ; Remarks on the fossil flora of Bjuf, in Scania, by Dr. 
A. G. Nathorst. From the results of preliminary researches, 
the author concludes that the deposit must belong to the Rhretic 
formation, as it contains Pa!issya Braunii, Endl., Tmdopteris 
tmuinervis, Brauns., Pterophyllum acuminatum, &c. He gives 
short notes on most of the species found, of which some have 
not hitherto been described. The locality has only two or three 
species in common with the flora at Polsjo, formerly described 
by the author, and he thinks that the fossiliferous beds at Bjuf 
represent a lower level, and most closely resemble those of 
Seinstedt.-On the reciprocal lines of force, by Dr. C. F. E. 
Bjorling, of Lund University.·' 

PARIS 

Academy of Sciences, Feb. 7.-M. Peligot in the chair.
The follo ... ving papers were read :-On the chemical action pro
duced by means of the discharges of an induction apparatus, by 
M. Becquerel. The effects are more marked than with the 
ordinary machine. \Vith only two or four chromic acid couples, 
M. Becquerel obtained the reduction of copper, nickel, cobalt, 
&c., from paper moistened with their solutions. He also forms 
amalgams, following Davy's method.-Note on the metallic 
reductions produced in capillary spaces, by M. Becquerel. In 
organic nature, electro-capillary effects doubtless occur on rupture 
of vessels, e.g. of a vessel traversing a muscle. Here the blood 
is diffused and a coagulum is formed, which is in contact, on the 
one hand, with the blood ; on the other, with the liquid moisten
ing the muscle ; hence a reducing or oxidising action, and the 
products formed may concur in closing of the aperture. M. 
Becquerel also explains the chemical reactions in capillary spaces 
when a voltaic couple is added.-On the formation of ethers, by 

M. Berthelot. He here studies ethyloxalic, methyloxalic, 
acetic, and nitric ethers.-Report on a memoir of M. Peau
cellier relating to the conditions of stability of arches.
Memoir on approximation of the functions of very large 
numbers, and on an extensive class of developments in series 
(first part), by M. Darboux. -·New geometrical properties 
of the surface of the wave, which are interpreted by optics, by 
M. Mannheim.-On left curves of the fourth order, by M. 
Serret.-On the tunnelling operations in Mount Saint Gothard 
(continued), by M. Colladon. The compressing pumps em
ployed give double the effect of those used in Cenis, and are 
only half the cost, while they occupy, with their motors, six or 
seven times less space. Four turbines at Goschenen and 
Airolo work twelve pumps, and the air obtained at pressure of 
eight atmospheres is r,ooo cubic metres :per hour. The pumps 
give 200 strokes per minute, night and day. The boring 
machines used are those of Dubois and Fran<;ois, Ferroux, 
MacKean, and Turrettini. -On :he repartition of solar radiation at 
Montpellier during the year 1875, by M. Crova. The intensity 
of radiation is shown to reach maxima in spring and winter, and 
the coefficient of transmissibility in Herault, is found very con
siderable, exceeding sometimes o·So when the thickness already 
traversed is equal to 2.-0n a new chloruretted propylene, by 
M. Reboul.-On difficulties connected with the preparation of 
pure aniline, by M. Rozenstiehl.-On the products of the action of 
chloride oflime on amines, by M. Tscherniak. -On granular con
junctivitis; dsume of two missions having for object the study of 
diseases ofthe eye in Algeria, by M. Gay a!. The disease named is 
endemic in the region of the Tell and of Sahara. It is often deve
loped through contagion with the secretion; and among local causes 
are the hot winds charged with sand, the solar reverberation, and 
the difference of temperature between day and night.-Crysto.l
lisation of meteoric waters, by M. Tissandier. In a drop of snow
water evaporated, a number of cross or dagger-shaped crystals 
are had ; the form often taken by nitrate of ammonia in 
meteoric water. M. Tissandier tried in vain reproduce such 
crystallisation artificially from dilute solutions of nitrate of am
monia ; he always got crystals ramifying about a median line. 
He attributes the other form to presence of organic matters.
On the traces of dislocation presented by the tertiary formation 
in the valley of the Oise. 
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